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By RaeAnn Thomas

Employee assistance profes-
sionals enjoy a high degree
of friendly competition in

our profession. When request for
proposals (RFPs) are presented,
we frequently find a field full 
of familiar competitors with a 
similar philosophy and consistent
quality standards. “The best man
usually wins.”

However, today I find that I am
competing for EAP contracts with
insurance companies and disability
providers that claim they can pro-
vide employee-assistance services
for a much cheaper cost. That 
may be the case, but the question
is…Just what are our clients 
buying these days?

When contacting prospective
clients, I’ve been selling high
quality standards and an ethical
philosophy that’s put into practice.
The problem is, these issues get
nudged out of conversations with
prospective clients — edged out
by concierge services and websites
full of educational information.
My potential customer begins to
believe that a great website and an
updated local resource manual is
what his/her company needs. 

It’s imperative to commit some
time and effort into addressing this

challenge, lest we small- and mid-
size EAPs become extinct.

How Do We Compete?
A wise cohort in the EAP

industry reminds me that when we
propose services, the purchasing
client is often “comparing Gala
apples to McIntoshes.” He admits
that employee-assistance services,
when laid out for comparison sake,
look pretty much the same — for
instance, a “session number, which
covers all employees, includes
training, promotion, website, 
toll-free phone number…”. To
someone unfamiliar with our 
field, the differences in EAPs are
often negligible.

My colleague suggests that EA
professionals focus on quantitative
quality information instead.
Resolution rates are a good exam-
ple. What if we could convince the
customer to compare the number
of EAP clients during the past 
year who have used EAP services
and been able to complete the ser-
vices necessary to resolve their
problem — without needing to
access their behavioral health
insurance benefit?

EAP provides a quality service
to the employee client — and it’s
a great cost savings for the client
company. If an employee can
resolve an issue without accessing

insurance benefits, it is reasonable
to assume that insurance benefits
will decrease in connection with
decreased usage. However, if the
insurance company is providing
the EAP services, could this create
a conflict of interest? Would it be
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reasonable to consider that an
insurance-based EAP might not
want to decrease utilization or
rates?

Counselor expertise is another
quantitative quality area that
small- and mid-size EAPs can 
capitalize on. Smaller EAPs often
have dedicated counselors who
provide strictly EAP services.
They frequently have attained
CEAP certification, and are 
members of local and/or national
EAP organizations. 

As such, principles and core
technology are followed that are
developed by our larger EAP orga-
nization. CEAPs work with
employee work-related issues and
management and/or workplace
issues on a daily basis.

This differs from outpatient
counseling — and yet competitors
often use the resources of larger
outpatient clinics to provide the
direct services they promise in an
RFP. We sometimes shoot our-
selves in the foot by agreeing to
provide sub-contractor services to
larger competitors when they win
the contract.

Relationships are Key
Relationships are our best

defense against glossy marketing
and cheaper prices. This is the one
area where small- and mid-size
EAPs excel. We are local. We
know the local economic climate,
the organizational culture, and
we’re aware of local events 
and tragedies.

As a result, we can respond to
clients with a genuine understand-
ing of the implications of an event.
We are also familiar. We are com-
rades on community boards, and
we are invested in the success of
the organizations we serve because
we are part of the community.

In addition, we are accountable.

We conduct ourselves with respect
for our clients, and are connected
to them by more than a contract or
a website. In other words, it is the
relationships that we build and
nurture with our clients —
employees, managers, administra-
tors, and the companies as a whole
— that we must emphasize when
we face the Goliaths of our indus-
try. This is the place where the
playing field is leveled, as we are
committed to clients’ success.

The relationship is the vehicle
that enables us to provide quality
services to organizations in need
of interventions beyond the brown
bag lunch sessions that have too
often come to define training. 

Relationships allow us to be an
important participant in discus-
sions about organizational
changes, layoffs, and other chal-
lenging issues. Relationships give
us the responsibility to proactively
“do the right things” for the orga-
nizations we serve, rather than sit-
ting back, waiting to be called in.

Just What IS for Sale?
Potential client companies must

carefully assess and understand the
services provided in any employee
assistance program being consid-
ered. Cost understandably often
becomes a driving factor in deci-
sions about which particular pro-
gram to purchase.

The question is: “Can you get a
good, comprehensive program for
very low or even no cost?”
Maybe, but it depends on what the
company wants. Organizations are
able to obtain a program for free
in some cases, when it’s consid-
ered a bonus for purchasing anoth-
er employee benefit.

The problem in this scenario is
that when EAP is reduced to a
cheap or free bonus for buying
another benefit — it may not be a
comprehensive program. Clients
may view EAP fundamentals —

including quarterly reporting, ser-
vice outcomes, and a clear mission
to enhance the productivity of 
both the organization and individ-
ual employees — as areas that can
be sacrificed.

In such cases, the EAP is
reduced to a reactive service based
on employee demand, rather than
as a proactive program to enhance
the work environment.

The question then becomes:
“What is the organizational cus-
tomer looking to purchase?” Is it
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1. Identify community resources
for financial counseling, childcare
or eldercare issues, or other con-
cerns that may impact your life
before something happens. 

2. Find an outside activity that
involves positive, healthy interac-
tion with others. 

3. Acknowledge the reality of the
situation. Rather than hope for a
“miracle solution,” begin with
accepting things as they are and
strive toward workable strategies.

4. Seek advice from a trusted peer
or employee assistance profes-
sional on how to manage work
and life demands.

5. Good nutrition and exercise 
are paramount. Find time to exer-
cise — even 10 minutes a day 
can improve your health and
decrease stress.

our role to help them understand
what they need to buy? I think it
is. If a non-comprehensive EAP is
sufficient for a particular compa-
ny, then that is their decision.   

However, customers need to
clearly comprehend that there is a
definite distinction between EAPs
— that they’re comparing “apples
to oranges,” and not “apples to
other apples.”

Changing Marketing Emphasis
It’s been said that the best way

to deal with government regula-
tions is to be proactive as an
industry and create the rules our-
selves. I believe the same can be
said about the EAP profession.
Smaller EAP-only organizations
can take this lead and define our
services in terms of quality, 
outcomes and resolution rates, 
and the relationships with 
our customers.

The alternative is to sit back
and let other industries define us,
and possibly even relegate our
programs to “free services for
signing on to an insurance plan,”
or some other diminished version
of the comprehensive services that
EAPA guides us to provide.

We must define ourselves
proactively and consistently. By
regularly bringing to the forefront
the necessity of a close profes-
sional relationship between the
corporate client and the EA pro-
fessional, we can educate current
and future customers to choose
quality, even when they are tempt-
ed with low prices.

RaeAnn Thomas, a long-time contributor
to EAR, is the Executive Director of
Associated Employee Assistance Services
(AEAS) — www.aeas-eap.com. 
She may be contacted at
raeann.thomas@ministryhealth.org.
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6. Establish family mealtimes for
better interaction. Families are also 
great reinforcements for better
health, wellness, and self-care.

7. Develop healthy sleep habits. 
If you’re working two jobs, find
time for a “sleep break” in order 
to avoid physical and mental
exhaustion. 

8. Observe and learn from your
own signals when you feel close 
to “hitting the wall,” and deter-
mine what you can do (take a
break, avoid a difficult conversa-
tion, or shift your focus) to 
minimize stress.

Source: Disability Management
Employer Coalition.

I wish to thank
RaeAnn Thomas
for submitting this
month’s cover
article. Actually,

“thanks” doesn’t quite do RaeAnn
justice. Like Dave Worster last
month, RaeAnn is another con-
tributor who’s been writing arti-
cles for EAR — and helping with
other insights — for YEARS. She
is even a former contributing edi-
tor of this newsletter. It’s greatly
appreciated!

We are thankful for all of our
contributors, don’t misunderstand

Editor’s Notebook
— we appreciate everyone’s time.
However, the fact remains that
there are some key people in the
EAP profession who are absolute-
ly indispensible to our efforts —
and Dave and RaeAnn are clearly
two of these crucial professionals.

I hope the longer days and
warmer temps are proving enjoy-
able to everyone. Until next time.

Mike Jacquart, Editor
(715) 258-2448

mike.jacquart@impacttrainingcenter.net

Quick Ideas

Suggestions to
Reduce Stress



As America recovers from
the economic crunch,
many employers are faced

with the need to rehire after exe-
cuting massive layoffs. Companies
must be cautious, however, when
taking steps to rebuild their staff.

By heeding a number of
employment law-related tips, a
business can reassemble its work-
force without risk of litigation
down the line.

Employment law experts Jeffrey
Thurrell and Christopher Boman,
partners with the Fisher & Phillips
law firm, offer the following 
tips to consider prior to the 
rehiring process:

 The legality of layoffs vs.
firing – Employers often confuse
the term “layoff” with actually
“firing” someone. Layoffs, for
instance, are issued when a com-
pany’s workload has slowed —
and they come with the expecta-
tion of recall when things pick up
once again.

Firing someone, on the other
hand, is considered a permanent
termination. Before hiring anyone
back, companies must consider
how the “layoff” announcements
were communicated. If employees
were let go with the hope of
becoming rehired, action must be
taken accordingly to safeguard
against litigation.

 State of the union — and
non-union – When it comes to
restaffing after a slowdown, differ-
ent rules apply to union and non-
union workplaces. In a union
context, seniority and qualifica-
tions always matter in terms of
who is hired back first.

In a non-union situation, how-
ever, employees’ seniority is

weighed as a factor — but it does
not guarantee they remain “first in
line” for their jobs. It is important
to understand the various laws
concerning union and non-union
employee status. 

 Be wary of age discrimina-
tion – Today more than ever, com-
panies must protect against
age-discrimination accusations.
Many disgruntled, former senior
employees are suing their previous
employers for hiring back
younger, less costly professionals
in their place.

In general, companies are
advised to avoid restaffing posi-
tions until one year has passed. And
when the time comes to rehire,
employers must be able to clearly
articulate why they are bringing
back any “less senior individuals.”

 Have a defensible position –
Any company looking to restaff
should have a defensible position
of selection criteria, bearing in
mind all the protected categories:
age, race, color, religion, national
origin, sex, family status, sexual
orientation, gender identity, dis-
ability status and veteran status.

To further evade liability,
employers should be vigilant in
the process of seeking new candi-
dates — ensuring that any job ads
are reaching the people initially
released. 

 Conduct future layoffs with
care – Just as employers must be
cautious in rehiring, they must be
careful with any additional layoffs
on the horizon. Before shedding
jobs, companies should evaluate
goals for the layoffs, determine
criteria for the cuts, and develop a
roadmap for proceeding within the
boundaries of relevant employ-
ment laws.

Fisher & Phillips LLP
(www.laborlawyers.com) represents
employers nationally in labor, 
employment, civil rights, employee 
benefits, and immigration matters.
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LEGAL L INES

Rehiring Without Risk of a Lawsuit

Resources
The High Achiever’s Secret

Codebook, by Sandra Naiman, JIST
Publishing, www.jist.com. Many
workers wonder whether it’s still
possible to get a raise in today’s
economy. According to the author,
it is — and she shows how.

The Good Manager: A Guide
for the 21st Century Manager, by
Dean Gualco, $22.95 list price,
iUniverse. The author presents
advice on how a quest for goodness
in an individual’s personal and pro-
fessional lives is attainable to those
with the drive and desire to live a
good and decent life.   

Power Negotiating: 47 Ways to
Win Over Customers and Close
More Deals, $149, .pdf download,
PBP Executive Reports, (800) 220-
5000, or visit www.pbpexecutive
reports.com. Why do salespeople
often struggle with negotiations?
Because winning sales negotiators
are trained, not born. Read this
report to learn how.

Rescuing the American
Dream: The Entrepreneur’s Way,
by G. Web Ross, and Howard Klausner,
www.rescuingthedream.com.
According to the author, Americans
today have a greater sense of 
entitlement and a lesser sense of
values — a combination that, he
claims, is dragging the country, and
the American dream, downward. 



By Patricia Fripp

Even the most experienced
salesperson can use some
coaching now and then. As

a result, this two-part article lists
the most common mistakes that
salespeople make and how to
avoid them. Part one looked at six
of these goofs — part two will
address the remainder.

Wrong level of abstractions
— Are you providing the big pic-
ture? Or, are you drowning them
in data when what they want is to
determine why they should care
about who you are and what you
offer? Get on the same wavelength
with your prospects:

For first contacts with execu-
tives, describe what your organiza-
tion can do for them in broad
generalities. With middle man-
agers, discuss how you can work
together. If you are dealing with IT
professionals, use the lowest

level of abstraction with lots of
facts and figures.

No pauses — Few sales 
presentations have enough pauses
in them, even though this is 
when listeners think about the
important points you’ve just made.
Pauses allow time for pondering
and understanding.

Irritating non-words —
One presenter I heard began each
new thought with “Now!” as he
scanned his notes to figure out
what came next. This might be
okay occasionally, but not every
30 seconds. Practice in front of a
colleague, and give him or her 
permission to be critical about
your presentation. 

Stepping on the punch-
word.  The most important word
in a sentence is the punch-word.
Usually, this is the final word.
However, if you add a word such

as, “Today,” “Right?” or
“Okay?” you’ve killed the impact
of your message. People remember
Henny Youngman’s famous joke,
“Take my wife, PLEASE”
because of how well he stressed
the last word.

Not having a strong opene-
ing and closing — Engage your
audience with a powerful, relevant
opening that includes them. For
example, “You have an awesome
responsibility to...” Then, fill in
what “to” means: to increase sales,
to reduce errors, whatever your
service can help your prospect do. 

Another good strategy is to
research the prospect’s company.
Then you can say something like,
“I love your new commercials.”
Most salespeople start by talking
about their organization. Talk
about your prospect’s firm instead!

Misusing technology — Too
many salespeople rely heavily on
their PowerPoint® and flip charts
and don’t make an emotional 
connection. Technology is more
exciting to the person who created
it than the person who is watching
it. Make technology a support, not
a crutch.

Summary
When you learn to avoid 

these 12 common traps, you’re 
on your way to being a “star”
salesperson.

Patricia Fripp is an executive speech
coach, sales presentation trainer, and
keynote speaker on change, customer 
service, promoting business, and 
communication skills. For more informa-
tion, visit www.Fripp.com.
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By Gary Foreman

At the Dollar Stretcher, we
receive questions like the fol-
lowing inquiry from Charles:

“I retired early from my job of over 30
years and am now receiving a pension. I
have an outstanding car loan with a bal-
ance of about $2,500 at 4.49% interest,
and I have a home equity loan with a bal-
ance of $27,000 at 5.95% interest. I
received a bonus from work when I retired
for unused sick leave that netted me about
$9,000. I put it all in an online savings
account as a contingency fund. I just
received notice that it is once again 
dropping the interest paid on my savings 
to 1.39%!

“My goal was to finally have an emer-
gency fund with $10,000 in it. I am close,
but with the paltry interest being paid is it
better to rid myself of this car loan with
my savings money? That would leave me
with only the home equity loan as debt. I
could then contribute more money each
month to accelerate paying that off earlier.
I live a simple and frugal lifestyle and feel
very fortunate to receive a pension in this
day and age. However, I would love to 
be free of this debt. Paying the bills and
this debt on half pay is proving to be quite
a challenge.”  

Charles asks a good question that a
lot of people are asking these days —
that is: With interest rates so low, does
it make sense to leave money in a sav-
ings account while you’re still paying
on debt?

There are really two ways to look
at this. The first is from a purely 
dollars and cents point of view. In 
that case you’d calculate how much 
interest you’re earning in the savings
account. Then, determine how 
much interest you’re paying on the
auto loan.

Next, compare the two numbers. If
you’re paying more in interest than

you’re earning, you should probably
pay off the loan. Typically, that’s 
the case.

However, perhaps you’d feel better
knowing that the debt is reduced.
Maybe you’re afraid that the money 
in savings will disappear and you’ll
wastefully spend it if you leave it 
sitting there.

Charles’ Example
Let’s take a closer look at Charles’

situation — more specifically, the
interest rate he’s earning (1.39%),
versus what he’s being charged
(4.49%) on the car loan. The differ-
ence between the two interest rates is
about 3% (4.49% minus 1.39%). We
could complicate this matter by ask-
ing whether they’re both APR’s — or
considering whether either is taxable.

However, that’s not necessary.
We’re not shooting for absolute math-
ematical certainty here. Our goal is
simply to get an idea of how much
money we’re talking about. Basically,
there is a difference of around 3%
between the cost of the car loan and
what Charles is earning at the bank.

Arriving at a Decision
How does this translate into actual

dollars? The amount of the outstand-
ing car loan is $2,500, but we can’t
simply figure 3% of $2,500 because
the car loan will decrease as you pay
it off. Suppose that it takes two years
to pay off — that would mean that it
would be about 1/2 that amount (or
$1,250) midway through the loan —
higher at first, and lower later.

In effect, it’s like borrowing
$1,250 for the two years. This isn’t
exactly correct — the loan actually
goes down slower at first, and the rate
of decrease goes up near the end of

the loan — but it’s close enough for
our purposes.

The gist of it is: It will cost 
Charles 3% of $1,250 for two years to
keep the money in savings — OR
about $75 in extra interest (3% X
$1,250 X 2).

Now, Charles has some informa-
tion to help him make his decision. If
the peace of mind that you have the
money in savings is important to you,
then it’s worth $75 to keep it in 
savings. However, it’s probably not
critical in either case.

One other thing that Charles 
might want to consider is whether 
he can earn more on his money at
another bank.

Summary
Anyone can use this same strategy

to evaluate repaying almost any loan.
Figure out how much money is
involved, and multiply by the differ-
ence in interest rates and the amount
of time involved. Then, take a look at
the other factors to decide what’s best
for your specific situation. Keep on
stretching those dollars!

Gary Foreman is the editor of the Dollar
Stretcher website (www.stretcher.com) and
various e-newsletters. The Dollar
Stretcher is dedicated to helping people
live better on the money they have.

Is it a Good Idea to Reduce Savings
to Pay Debt?

Money Matter$
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$ The automatic rule — Start sav-
ing money today. Even if it’s only a
buck or two each pay period, savings is
a habit you must start and stick with for
the rest of your life. To improve your
chance of savings success, automate the
process. Have money withdrawn auto-
matically from your paycheck or your
checking account each month. If you
don’t want to think about saving,
automation can take care of it for you.

$ The 1% rule — At a minimum,
save 1% of your earnings each payroll
period. When you get a salary increase,
add an extra percent to your savings and
spend the rest. For example, when you
get a 3% increase at work, save 1% and

spend the other 2%. This way, you’ll
continually increase your savings while
enjoying a higher standard of living.

$ The time rule — When I meet
with people in their 50’s and 60’s, the
one regret they have is that they had
wished they’d started saving earlier in
life. It’s never too early or too late to
start saving for retirement. Time is your
friend. It can work for you or against
you, but it’s your choice. Choose wisely.

$ The spending rule — The less
money you take out, the lower inflation
is, and the higher return you earn on
your money, the longer it will last.
Conversely, the more money you take
out, the higher inflation is, and the lower

your return is, the shorter your nest egg
will last.

$ The most important rule — 
The government and the company
where you work will not take care of
you. Read, listen, and learn about per-
sonal finance, investments, and strate-
gies. Ultimately, your financial well-
being is your personal responsibility.
There are factors that are out of your
hands, but control those things that you
can control.
Source: Bill Losey, CFP®, CSA, America’s
Retirement Strategist®, advisor, retirement
authority, and author of Retire in a Weekend!
The  Baby Boomer’s Guide to Making Work
Optional. For more information, visit
www.BillLosey.com.

By Judith Orloff, MD

Did you ever consider that a stiff
neck might be your body’s way
of telling you that someone or

something in your office is literally a
“pain in the neck”? Or, that your dream
about the vacant corner office might be a
foretelling of a management position
opening up?

We all possess intuitive intelligence,
and yet many of us don’t know how to
consult our “inner coach.” As a psychia-
trist who incorporates intuition in my
practice, I have learned that our body’s
wisdom is rarely wrong. Best of all, I’ve
found that when employees learn to con-
sult their intuition at work, great things
begin to happen to their career.

The following are four tips from
Second Sight on how to do just that:

1) Obey body signals. Perhaps you
find that your stomach clenches up when
a certain co-worker leans into your cubi-
cle — or you feel a skip in your step
whenever you’re asked to be the desig-
nated scribe at the regular department

meeting. These are your body’s way of
telling you something important.

Listen to these subtle urges and hints.
You may find out that the co-worker has
been bad-mouthing you, or that you
have a sought-after talent for writing.

2) Ask your dreams to provide
answers. Our dreams often tell us, usu-
ally in symbolic code, what’s happening
in our lives. Keep a journal and pen by
your bed. Write a request on a piece of
paper before you go to sleep and put it
next to your bed or under your pillow.
For example, “What’s the best way for
me to get the promotion?”

In the morning, stay under the covers
for a few minutes in a peaceful feeling
between sleep and waking — scientists
call this the hypnagogic state. Those ini-
tial moments provide a doorway to re-
membering your dream. Open your eyes
and write down everything you can re-
member — otherwise it will evaporate.
If you do this several days in a row, a
surprising answer to your question will
likely appear.

3) Pay attention to coincidences.
Sometimes life will present moments of
clarity in the form of coincidences.
These can be powerful teaching
moments. For example, you’ve been
thinking about changing jobs when you
bump into a long-lost friend who tells
you about a dream job that’s available.

Don’t let these precious opportunities
pass you by. Such synchronous events are
signals that you are in the right place at
the right time, or that you need to stop and
pay close attention to what’s going on.

4) Tune in to your intuitive empa-
thy. This is when you “pick up a vibe”
from another person. For instance, for no
apparent reason, you suddenly feel hos-
tility coming from a boss who is smiling
at you, or you sense that a co-worker is
hiding something.

This innate sense that we all have can
be fine-tuned by becoming more aware
of it. It will alert you to danger — a
bully boss who has decided to use you
as a scapegoat, or a co-worker who
made an accounting error and is now
trying to cover his/her tracks.
Judith Orloff, MD (www.drjudithorloff.com) is an
assistant clinical professor of psychiatry at UCLA,
and author of the new book Second Sight (Three
Rivers Press, 2010). 
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Out of sight doesn’t neces-
sarily mean out of mind
for vacationing executives,

a new survey shows. An estimated
61% of executives polled recently
said they check in with work at
least once a day while on break.
This compares to 47% of execu-
tives in 2006, and 38% in 2001.

“For better or worse, technolo-
gy has made it easier for profes-
sionals to check in with the office
from just about anywhere,” said
Megan Slabinski, executive direc-
tor of the Creative Group, which
conducted the survey. “While peri-
odic updates may provide peace of
mind, being overly connected can
detract from the benefits of time
spent away from work.”

Slabinski noted that careful
planning can help employees dis-
engage while they’re away from
the office. “Professionals should
prepare for their vacation as if

they won’t be available, rather
than planning to check in,” she
said. “Handing off projects ahead
of time can help workers come
back genuinely refreshed.”

The Creative Group offers
these tips to help professionals
make a clean break from 
the office:

Put someone on point.
Managers should select someone
whose judgment they trust to
make decisions in their absence.
It’s important to give the point
person the responsibility and
authority to make judgment calls.

Establish ground rules. If
you need to check in, set specific
times when you’ll be checking in,
rather than having people contact
you throughout the day.

Don’t leave them hanging.
Use out-of-office functions to let
your clients and customers know

when you’re away, and provide
the names and contact infor-
mation of colleagues to contact in
your absence.

Let it go. Delegate projects
that must continue in your
absence. Be sure to let co-workers
know where to find key materials.

Bring in reinforcements.
Hiring temporary or freelance pro-
fessionals to bridge gaps can help
projects stay on course while
you’re gone.

Source: The Creative Group 
(www.creativegroup.com).

The biggest lesson from the
recession for employers
may be to take better care

of their workers, according to a
recent survey of chief financial
officers (CFOs). Nearly three in 10
(27%) of executives surveyed said

they learned not to overlook 
team morale.

CFOs also cited the value of
controlling costs early on (22%)
and not cutting personnel too
deeply (also 22%).

“Without a motivated work-

force and adequate staffing levels,
companies can be ill-equipped to
take advantage of improving mar-
ket trends,” said Paul McDonald,
executive director of Robert Half
Management Resources, which
conducted the survey. “They may
also risk losing top employees as
the job market strengthens.”

McDonald added, “Many com-
panies have realized that reducing
costs in various operational areas
earlier in the downturn would
have better prepared them for 
the slowdown.”

Source: Robert Half Management
Resources (www.roberthalfmr.com).
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